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(NON-)INSURANCE MARKETS, LOSS SIZE 
MANIPULATION AND COMPETITION: EXPERIMENTAL 

EVIDENCE*

Jeroen Hinloopen
† 

 AdriAAn r. Soetevent
‡

The common view that insurer buyer power may effectively counteract 
provider market power critically rests on the idea that consumers and 
insurers have a joint interest in pushing for price and cost reductions. 
We develop theory and provide experimental evidence that the interests 
of insurers and consumers may be misaligned when insurers have the 
power to influence the service supplier’s cost. Insurers with such buyer 
power may benefit from increasing initial loss sizes to create demand 
for insurance. Insurer competition eliminates their profits but markets 
do not return to the initial non-insurance state. This constitutes a 
welfare loss.

I. INTRODUCTION

WitH A feW exceptionS, mArket poWer iS conSidered to have a detrimental 
effect on consumer welfare. One suggested exception is that in markets with 
supplier concentration, granting buyers countervailing power may benefit 
consumers. In dividing the given surplus of a transaction, large buyers may 
negotiate a larger share in the form of price discounts relative to smaller buy-
ers.1 In addition, buyer power may increase the surplus to be divided due to 

1 A possible reason for getting a better deal in intermediate goods markets is that large buyers 
may have better outside options (Katz, [1987]; Scheffman and Spiller, [1992]).
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transaction-specific efficiencies related to the buyer’s being large, for example 
when the per unit distribution costs of serving a large buyer are lower. In 
both cases, consumers benefit when these negotiated discounts are passed on 
to them. This possibility has been used to justify buyer power in intermediate 
goods markets, but also in insurance markets where the buyers are insurers 
who bargain with service suppliers about the price to redress a loss.

However, an insurer has less interest in reducing unit cost beyond the 
transaction-specific efficiencies when the reduction in cost to redress a loss 
decreases consumers’ demand for insurance. Given risk-averse consumers, 
the positive dependence between the insurer’s expected profits and the loss 
size uninsured consumers face puts natural limits on the insurer’s incentives 
to pursue lower loss sizes. An insurer who very successfully reduces the po-
tential loss consumers face possibly erodes his own market because consum-
ers may no longer bother to buy insurance once the downside is negligible. 
Instead, insurers may use their clout to influence input prices to raise loss 
sizes in order to increase demand for their product and to create insurance 
markets. This is in contrast to intermediate goods markets where demand 
is a function of final good prices only. In those markets a reduction in the 
supplier’s unit cost unambiguously increases the size of the surplus to be 
split between buyer and seller, which also benefits consumers if  (part of) the 
surplus increase is passed on to them.

Attention to this dimension of insurance markets has been scant, with the 
exception of the theoretical contributions by Schlesinger and Venezian [1986, 
1990]. They study an insurer’s loss control strategies but restrict the insurer’s 
strategy set to loss prevention (reducing the loss probability) and loss reduc-
tion (reducing the loss size) activities prior to the sale of insurance. They ne-
glect the possibility that an insurer would act to the detriment of consumers, 
arguing that [1986, p. 232]: ‘... such action is likely to meet with resistance from 
the individual (...) as well as from insurance regulators.’ Given the possibilities 
of covering up such activities, we are less sanguine about this possibility and 
explicitly allow for insurers to increase loss sizes, both in our theoretical and 
experimental analysis.

For example, under the guise of increasing quality for their insured base, 
insurers may press suppliers to deliver more expensive services that also in-
crease the loss size uninsured consumers face. Section III presents a theoret-
ical argument for how granting insurers the power to influence loss sizes may 
lead to the eradication of cheaper, lower quality alternatives. In practice, in-
fluencing suppliers’ loss sizes may operate by introducing a network of pre-
ferred suppliers that satisfy certain quality standards. Another real-world 
mechanism that may operate is when suppliers such as hospitals increase the 
list prices of treatments in anticipation of the ensuing bargaining process 
with insurers. Higher list prices improve their bargaining position. However, 
insurers may not object to this as they can negotiate discounts for their clients 
while the uninsured continue to face the higher list prices. Individuals who 
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are sufficiently close to risk neutrality to pass on insurance with cost-based 
list pricing will buy insurance at these higher prices.2

These examples illustrate two important points. First, the difficulty of 
finding hard evidence of this mechanism operating in the real world: The loss 
size that would prevail without insurer intervention (the market’s ‘initial loss 
size’ L0) is an unobserved counterfactual, and loss size increases that are jus-
tified by actual improvements in product or service quality are hard to distin-
guish from those that do not constitute an actual improvement. Second, the 
insurer’s incentives to reduce the supplier’s cost critically depend on whether 
such reductions also benefit the uninsured in the form of lower loss sizes. In 
case the uninsured and insured face the same price to redress a loss, the insur-
er’s incentives are misaligned with those of suppliers and consumers. 
Throughout, we shall refer to this situation as the ‘uniform loss’ (UL) case. 
The other situation, where the negotiated loss sizes are exclusively available 
to insurees while the uninsured continue to face the initial loss size, is labeled 
the ‘loss discrimination’ (LD) case.3

To evaluate the social welfare implications of granting insurers the power to 
influence loss sizes, we categorize markets into insurance and non-insurance 
markets based on the initial loss size L0. We define a market ‘an insurance mar-
ket’ when the initial loss size L0 is sufficiently large for risk-averse consumers to 
prefer buying insurance over staying uninsured when the insurance is priced at 
actuarially fair rates. That is, L0 meets some threshold level Lc. A ‘non-insurance 
market’ is characterized by initial loss sizes L0 < Lc: Even if offered at actuari-
ally fair rates, risk-averse consumers do not bother to buy coverage because the 
transaction cost of taking out insurance exceeds the benefits of coverage.

We make two main contributions. First, in Section II we outline the impli-
cations of insurer risk manipulation for loss sizes, insurance premiums, in-
surance demand and social welfare in a state-preference framework (Arrow 
[1964]). We consider the uniform loss case and the case where the insurer can 
loss discriminate. Moreover, we analyze how these outcomes change when 
the market for insurance is a duopoly. Second, we take our theoretical predic-
tions to the lab (Sections IV-VI). We report the results of a number of exper-
iments designed to investigate under which market conditions insurers can 
tweak the risk to which the uninsured are exposed to their own benefit, but 
possibly to the consumers’ disadvantage.4 For our purposes, one obvious ad-
vantage of conducting an experiment over analyzing empirical data is that we 
can observe market outcomes under different buyer power regimes and mar-
ket structures, while keeping everything else fixed.

2 We thank the Editor for raising this point.
3 In this vein, Schlesinger and Venezian [1986, 1990] analyze the uniform loss case.
4 This risk manipulation can in principle take either the form of increasing the probability of 

a loss or the size of a potential loss; this paper focuses on the latter. Indeed, experimental sub-
jects are known to have difficulties with correctly evaluating probabilities, a complication that 
our setup avoids.
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We show that in non-insurance markets, insurers are best off  when unin-
sured consumers face the highest possible potential loss (LU = LMax), both 
in the loss discrimination as in the uniform loss case (Proposition 1). Next, 
we show (Proposition 2) that insurer competition erodes profits by pushing 
premiums to the actuarially fair rate but does not lead the market to return 
to the initial state where potential losses are sufficiently small for consumers 
not to buy insurance. That is, the transformation of a non-insurance market 
into an insurance market results in an irreversible welfare loss. A markedly 
different picture emerges in markets that are insurance markets by nature 
(L0 ≥ Lc). In these markets, competition also erodes insurer profits, but in 
their quest for lower premiums insurers will push the suppliers’ prices all the 
way down to the lowest level Lc at which the market for insurance continues 
to exist, greatly benefiting insurees. In the uniform loss case, all individuals 
are predicted to face loss size Lc. In case of loss discrimination, the uninsured 
are predicted to face the maximal loss size LU = LMax, while the insurers ne-
gotiate a zero price LI = 0 to redress losses experienced by their customers. 
In both cases, consumers have a (weak) preference to buy insurance in equi-
librium. However, they are better off  with loss discrimination because of the 
zero insurance premium.

Our experimental markets consist of five consumers and one (monopoly 
treatment) or two (duopoly treatments) insurers. The second treatment vari-
ation is that we vary whether or not insurers can loss discriminate between 
insured and uninsured consumers.5 Service-suppliers are only implicitly in-
troduced: In setting loss sizes, the insurer(s) completely determine prices in 
the upstream market.6 The monopoly treatment (MONOPUL) examines 
whether insurer-subjects with loss-manipulating power but without loss-dis-
criminating power seize the opportunity to increase the potential loss. The 
duopoly treatments study the premium and loss size setting strategy of com-
peting insurers in a context with (DUOPLD) and without (DUOPUL) loss dis-
crimination possibilities. This allows us to test our second prediction that 
competition will benefit consumers in insurance markets, especially when 
combined with loss discrimination opportunities, but that these benefits are 
limited in non-insurance markets. In each period, consumer-subjects receive 
an endowment of €20 but they may lose part or all of this endowment with a 
given probability. The insurer(s) decide on the amount at risk (the potential 
loss size) and set(s) a premium. Consumers subsequently make the binary 
decision to insure (that is, to pay the premium to the insurer), or to go 

5 One advantage of turning to the lab is that we can use standard risk elicitation methods to 
measure the risk preferences of market participants. This enables us to rule out any differences 
in outcomes between markets that result from unobserved differences in risk attitudes.

6 One can think of this set-up as the situation where insurers are vertically integrated with the 
upstream market, or where insurers have the power to block cost-saving technologies or the 
entry by cheaper suppliers.
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uninsured. We sidestep issues of adverse selection and moral hazard by as-
suming throughout that all agents have perfect information.

Our main experimental findings are as follows. First, insurer-subjects in 
treatment MONOPUL seize the opportunity to manipulate losses and set an 
average loss size of €16.44, which is reasonably close to the maximum of 
€20.7 Given a loss probability of 60%, the accompanying premium of on av-
erage €11.59 more than compensates for any expected losses. Consumers 
earn an average surplus of €9.22. For them, this is (by definition) worse than 
what they could obtain in an non-insurance market, but an improvement 
when compared with an insurance market with a maximal loss size of 
LMax = C20.8 Second, insurer competition reduces the average insurance pre-
miums in both duopoly treatments. They remain somewhat higher in DUOPUL 
than in DUOPLD (respectively €4.99 and €3.54, p = 0.083). In neither treat-
ment do losses reverse to a non-insurance state where consumers do not face 
any loss. In the uniform loss markets DUOPUL, uninsured consumers face a 
still sizeable loss size of on average €7.71. This can be attributed to the threat 
to insurers that their market could be eaten away if  loss sizes become too 
small. In the markets with loss discrimination (DUOPLD), non-insured con-
sumers face by definition a potential loss of LU = €20. For this reason, al-
most all (>95%) consumers take out insurance. Despite the somewhat lower 
premium, insurers are the prime benefactors from loss discrimination. 
Whereas their profits are wiped out by competition in the uniform case 
DUOPUL (-€0.12 per period), they remain highly profitable in DUOPLD (€7.27 
per period) because they can ‘negotiate’ very low prices LI to redress losses 
experienced by their clients. Despite the fact that competition significantly 
increases average consumer surplus, both in DUOPUL (€15.36) and in DUOPLD 
(€16.21), and that insurer profits are wiped out in DUOPUL, loss sizes are not 
pushed down to zero and markets remain insurance markets.

This study contributes to the wider literature on buyer power. The conse-
quences of buyer power have been studied theoretically and empirically for 
general retail markets where downstream buyers negotiate prices with up-
stream suppliers (Chae and Heidhues [2004]; Inderst and Wey [2007], and 
Ellison and Snyder [2010]) and for the specific case where insurers negotiate 
with service suppliers (Sorensen [2003]; Lakdawalla and Yin [2015]; Trish 
and Herring [2015]; Ho and Lee [2017]). These studies illustrate that the rela-
tion between service supplier concentration and insurer countervailing power 
on negotiated prices, premiums and welfare is complex.9 An important fea-

7 The difference of €3.56 compares well with the 28% of the initial endowment that dicta-
tor-subjects leave on the table in dictator games (Engel [2011]).

8 In the latter case, the expected surplus = (1-0.6) × €20 = €8.
9 Snyder [2008] reviews the literature since Galbraith [1952] and concludes: ‘The concept of 

countervailing power was controversial in Galbraith’s day (…), and continues to be so today. 
Formalizing the concept is difficult because it is difficult to model bilateral monopoly or oligop-
oly, and there exists no single canonical model.’
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ture that distinguishes all these studies from ours is that they take as given the 
risk and, consequently, the demand for insurance, and focus on how either 
supplier and/or buyer concentration influences the outcome of the bargain-
ing game over a given surplus.

Finally, our study also contributes to the research on the stability of risk 
preferences across decision contexts (Barseghyan et  al. [2011]; Einav et  al. 
[2012]). Our design with non-automated live buyers necessitates that we rule 
out that between-treatment heterogeneity in consumer risk preferences is 
driving our results.10 To that end, the second-stage market game is preceded 
by a risk-elicitation stage in which we elicit and estimate individual risk pref-
erences using the multiple price list methodology. We find that choices in the 
risk elicitation task predict consumer-subjects’ insurance choices in the stra-
tegic market context reasonably well, except that they exhibit some inclina-
tion to make less risk averse choices when the insurance market is 
competitive.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Figure 1 presents in state-claims space the decision problem of a monopolis-
tic insurer facing a risk averse consumer with a strictly concave utility func-
tion.11 The two possible states of nature, a good state Wg and a bad state Wb, 
are distinguished by whether the consumer with initial wealth W experiences 
a loss of size L or not. Let p denote the probability of a loss (‘bad state’). The 
45° line is the certainty line comprising the collection of contingent claims 
with equal consumption in both states. Indifference curves in state-claims 
space are defined as the set of claims for which a consumer’s expected utility 
V (Wg,Wb) = pU (Wb)+ (1−p)U (Wg) is constant. These indifference curves 
are convex for risk-averse consumers.12

When the initial loss size L0 = 0, consumers keep their initial wealth W in 
both states, that is, they face the initial state claim (W, W) shown as point D 
in the figure. This clearly is a non-insurance market. In the real world, people 
tend not to insure against modest risks like, e.g., the loss of an umbrella for 
(a combination of) two reasons: a) the transaction cost exceeds the benefits; 
b) individuals are risk-neutral or risk-loving with regard to modest risks, es-
pecially if  these losses are framed in the loss domain (Kahneman and Tversky 

10 Note that our experimental markets are relatively thin such that an insurer who is randomly 
assigned more risk-averse consumers is able to attain higher profits.

11 We assume homogenous risk preferences for ease of exposition. In the empirical analysis of 
the experiment we relax this assumption and allow heterogeneity in consumers’ attitudes to-
wards risk.

12 This immediately follows from the marginal rate of substitution being equal to 
−(1−p)U �(Wg)∕(pU

�(Wb)).
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[1979]). In our model, both reasons are captured by a single parameter c.13 
This transaction cost parameter thus represents the joint effect of actual 
transaction cost and of a risk neutral (or even risk loving) attitude over small 
to modest risks. In the latter case, the positive transaction cost actually is a 
reduction in insurance benefits due to a different risk attitude.14

If  the consumer faces a positive transaction cost c, the mar-
ket will continue to be a non-insurance market for all initial loss 
sizes L0 < Lc for which the certainty equivalent CE(L0) is such that 
U (CE(L0)) = U (W −pL0−c) < pU (W −L0)+ (1−p)U (W ). For L0 = Lc, 

13 As is common in modeling markets for risk (see, e.g., Eeckhoudt, Gollier and Schlesinger 
[2005]) we present our ideas using expected utility theory (EUT) because it is tractable and al-
lows for a mathematically elegant representation within the state-claims space. However, EUT 
does not allow individuals to have a different attitude towards modest risks as opposed to sizable 
risks: risk-averse individuals within EUT will insure against any arbitrary small risk when of-
fered at actuarially fair prices. Despite these and other limitations of EUT (Rabin [2000]) we 
decided to incorporate the different risk attitude for small (risk neutral) and large (risk averse) 
risks with the EUT framework by introducing the transaction cost parameter. Alternatively, we 
could have decided to explicitly endow agents with different risk attitudes for small and large 
risks but this would importantly complicate the exposition without offering additional insights.

14 In the experiment, transaction costs are virtually absent so reason a) is unlikely to play a role 
in a participant’s decision not to insure. Reason b) continues to be a potential reason for lab-par-
ticipants not to insure.

Figure 1  
Small and Large Potential Losses in the State-Claims Model 

[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com] 

www.wileyonlinelibrary.com
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the left-hand side of this inequality corresponds to point Mc in Figure 1, 
the right-hand side to point B. The market is a non-insurance market for all 
initial loss sizes L0 < Lc, because the transaction cost exceeds a monopolistic 
insurer’s profit margin (𝜋Mc

< c).
Figure 1 immediately shows that the monopolistic insurer has strong in-

centives to push the initial state claim towards (W ,W −LL) (point A) with 
corresponding expected profits �ML

 by increasing the loss size to LL, the exog-
enously defined maximum loss size. We state this as a proposition the formal 
proof of which is given in the appendix.

Proposition 1. When consumers are risk averse, the expected profits of a  
monopolistic insurer charging a premium R(L) = W−CE(L) are increasing in L.

In this case, offering insurance at premium RM (LL) makes the consumer 
indifferent between buying insurance (contingent claim ML) and staying un-
insured (contingent claim A). Without the possibility to loss discriminate be-
tween the insured and uninsured (uniform loss case), the insurer’s expected 
profits are �ML

 on each policy sold. Adding the possibility to loss discrimi-
nate, the insurer may extract price concessions from suppliers such that his 
direct claims costs are less than LL in case one of his clients experiences a 
loss. This further increases his profits: in the most extreme case he negotiates 
a price of zero such that his per-client profits equal the premium paid R(LL). 
It is of key importance for the insurer that this negotiated deal is not available 
to the non-insured, because otherwise the contingent claim of the uninsured 
returns to point D and the insurance market is fully eroded. In case of ex-
clusive deals and no competition, the insurer has no incentive to pass more 
than an infinitesimally small part of the negotiated discounts to its insured 
consumers, such that consumers have a slight preference for buying insurance 
(point ML) to staying uninsured (point A).

In sum, when the initial loss size L0 = LL, the presence of a monopolistic 
insurer neither benefits consumers nor wreaks havoc on their welfare. When 
L0 < LL, consumers may experience a loss (gain) in welfare when insurers 
attempt to increase (decrease) the loss size.

II(i). Competition in the Insurance Market

How does competition in the market for insurance affect these outcomes? 
Absent loss manipulating power, insurers take the initial state claim 
(W ,W −LL) as given and will offer insurance at competitive prices. That 
is, consumers can exchange one unit of wealth in good times for one unit 
of wealth in bad times at the actuarially fair ratio of (1−p)/p. In Figure 1, 
these fair price lines are shown as dotted lines. In an insurance market with 
L0 = LL, consumers benefit from competition because they can now reach 
the contingent claim CL instead of ML.
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What if  the insurers compete for consumers but each have loss manipulat-
ing power towards suppliers? Is this the best of worlds that brings consumers 
back to point D? This critically depends on whether negotiated discounts 
also become available to uninsured consumers. In case of loss discrimination, 
uninsured consumers continue to face a loss LL while insurers have strong 
incentives to negotiate discounts to enable them to profitably undercut the 
premium of their competitors. In case the supplier has zero marginal cost 
and the insurer does not have any variable cost, competition will push the 
contingent claim offered by insurers to point D. All consumers will choose 
to buy insurance at zero premium while the insurers’ profits equal zero. We 
again state this association between the level of competition in the insurance 
industry and insurance premiums as a formal proposition.

Proposition 2. Let c be the transaction cost a consumer experiences 
when buying insurance. For given c, let Lc be the potential loss for which 
a consumer is indifferent between buying insurance at the actuarially fair 
rate or remaining uninsured. When two insurers compete in premiums (R1,  
R2) and loss sizes (L1 and L2), in equilibrium R1 = R2 = L1 = L2 = 0 and 
E[�1(L1)] = E[�2(L2)] = 0, for any exogenous potential loss L≥Lc faced by 
the uninsured. 

However, in the uniform loss case, the negotiated deals are also available to 
the non-insured. Competitive insurers with loss size setting power will only 
push back the loss size to L1 = L2 = Lc as lower loss sizes erode their market. 
In equilibrium, consumers are indifferent between buying insurance (point Cc)  
or not (point B) while insurers’ profits again equal zero. Notably, the market 
remains an insurance market and consumers are worse off  than at point D.15

III. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

As indicated, loss size manipulation is hard to identify in practice because 
the initial loss size L0 is unobserved. To illustrate how loss size manipulation 
may function, we provide a stylized and a practical example how efforts to 
counteract supplier market power with insurer market power may backfire. 
Both consider the situation where insurers cannot loss discriminate.

III(i). Quality Differences

Consider a product market with a monopolistic firm that supplies two verti-
cally differentiated versions of a particular product, a version of quality qL 

15 The equilibrium is similar to the exclusive negotiated deals case with insurers offering con-
tingent claim D only when c = 0, as consumers will then take out insurance for any small risk.
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and a second version of qH. The unit cost of production of each version is 
constant but higher for the high quality version, cL < cH. Consumers receive 
a surplus of U = θq−x if  they buy a product of quality q at price x and 0 
otherwise. Consumers are heterogenous in their taste for quality, with a frac-
tion λ having taste parameter �H and the remaining fraction 1−λ having taste 
parameter 𝜃L < 𝜃H. Up to this point, the set up is similar to the simple verti-
cal differentiation model in Tirole [1988, p. 96-97]. The profit-maximizing 
supplier will always find it in its interest to offer both qualities.

Now suppose that the consumer is risk averse with utility function 
u(w) = 1−e−�w with w denoting his wealth level and γ the parameter of risk 
aversion. The potential loss the consumer faces equals the price x he paid for 
the product. One can show that for certain parameter values of 
�,�, �L, �H , cL, cH , qL, qH and p, the insurer maximizes his expected profits 
when the supplier only supplies the high quality product. This gives him an 
incentive to eradicate the supply of the low quality product.16 Moreover, 
when the consumer ‘narrow brackets’ and treats the purchase and insurance 
decision as two separate decisions effectively ignoring the risk of loss in his 
purchase decision, the increase in the insurer’s expected profits may exceed 
the decrease in profits of the supplier compared to the situation in which the 
supplier provides both products.17 In that case, the insurer can offer full com-
pensation to the supplier: The supplier and insurer maximize their joint prof-
its by offering only the high quality product while consumer surplus is higher 
in the situation where both products are available.

That said, consumers may not narrow bracket in all decision contexts. In 
case consumers incorporate the insurance decision when buying the product, 
the prospect of paying an insurance premium may reduce their willingness 
to pay for the product, with a higher reduction for the high quality product 
since the premium is increasing in loss size. The insurer may then still ben-
efit when only the high quality product is supplied but joint profits do not 
increase.

III(ii). The Dutch Windshield Repair Market

One way for insurers to influence loss sizes is by contracting preferred suppli-
ers. In The Netherlands, some fifty insurers offer insurance for windshield 
repair (including windshield replacement) and the total annual cost of wind-
shield repair is about €150 million (Consumentenbond [2012]). Virtually all 
insurers have contracted preferred suppliers, either directly or through a 

16 In the appendix, we show this for the set of parameter values: c
L
= 0.10; c

H
= 0.15; �

L
= 0.3;

�
H

= 0.6; q
L
= 0.6; q

H
= 0.8; � = 0.3; p = 0.3 and γ = 0.9.

17 Evidence suggest that people often do narrow bracket (Read et al. [1999]; Gottlieb and 
Mitchell [2019]) and it is conceivable that people have different mental accounts for expenditures 
on consumption items and insurance.
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trade association. An insured consumer has compelling incentives to use a 
preferred supplier. A typical policy has no deductable in case of windshield 
repair by a preferred supplier while it is reduced by 50% if  the windshield 
needs to be replaced. Also, using the services of a preferred supplier does not 
affect the no-claim discount, and it is customary for preferred suppliers to 
take care of all the paperwork. This makes it quite difficult for an independ-
ent windshield repair shop to attract customers.18

The market for windshield repair is highly concentrated with one domi-
nant repair shop having a market share of about 50%, almost ten times as 
large as the second-largest shop (Hinloopen [2010]). Each insurer has its 
own set of preferred suppliers, but the dominant supplier is contracted by all 
insurers. Although windshield repair has many features of a homogeneous 
product, both the dominant service supplier and insurers emphasize that 
quality differences rule the selection of preferred suppliers. Indeed the domi-
nant repair shop charges much higher prices than (independent) competitors. 
For instance, replacing a windshield of a Toyota Auris would typically cost 
about €250, whereas the dominant repair shop charges €494. And repairing a 
crack in a windshield costs €77, compared to the average market price of €35 
(Consumentenbond [2012]).

These substantial price differences in combination with the large mar-
ket share of the dominant repair shop suggest that it enjoys market power. 
Apparently, individually or jointly the insurers do not manage the reduce the 
prices charged by the dominant repair shop. But do they have an incentive to 
actually do so? The model in the preceding section suggests that insurers may 
have incentives to phase out ‘lower quality’ repair shops that charge lower 
prices for comparable services. The reason is that every cost reduction also 
reduces the risk to which the uninsured are exposed, which directly threatens 
the existence of this insurance market.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

Our experiment consists of two stages, a risk elicitation stage (Stage I) and a 
market stage (Stage II). Stage I is designed to elicit subjects’ individual level 
of risk-aversion. Subjects play this stage in isolation and this stage is the same 
in all treatments. In Stage II subjects play a market insurance game in groups 
of 6 (monopoly) or 7 (duopoly) subjects. Five subjects are randomly assigned 
the role of consumer and the other one or two are assigned the role of 

18 For example, on March 24, 2010, an independent windshield repair shop was informed by 
an insurer that [personal letter, translated from Dutch]: ‘Windshield repair jobs will only be re-
imbursed for repair shops that are selected by us. Your company is not in this category. 
Consequently, as of May 1st we will not reimburse repair jobs that have been carried out by your 
shop. In case a customer has his windshield replaced by your shop, we will increase his deducta-
ble by euro 500.’
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insurer. For 30 periods, the insurer chooses a combination of loss size L and 
premium R. By paying the premium R, consumers can insure themselves 
against the event of a loss of size L. Consumers may also choose not to buy 
insurance. We implement one monopoly treatment and two duopoly 
treatments.19

IV(i). Stage I: Risk Elicitation

The first stage measures the individual risk preferences of all participating 
subjects. Our procedure closely follows the procedure used by von Gaudecker, 
Van Soest and Wengström [2011] who use multiple price lists with pie-charts 
as a graphical tool to help describe the probabilities of the outcomes.20 Each 
subject is presented with a screen containing a 6 × 2 payoff matrix such as 
shown in Figure 2. In each row, subjects choose between option A or option 
B. The lottery headed under ‘Option B’ is always degenerate: when selected, 
a sure payoff is received.21 In Stage II the choice is also between a non- 
degenerate lottery (not insure) and a certain amount (take insurance). The 
payoff matrices are designed such that a rational risk-neutral subject will  
always prefer option A in the first row, option B in the last row, and will 
switch from A to B in one of the intermediate rows. We however do not im-
pose monotonicity: subjects are allowed to switch from A to B in a certain 
row and to switch back to A in a later row. If  subjects show consistent  
behavior, they are directed to a sub-screen with the same payoffs but a finer 
probability grid with steps of 5%. Subjects face a total of 25 screens (50  
including sub-screens) with each screen depicting a particular loss size- 
premium (L, R)-combination with L = 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, R = 2, 4, …18, and 
R < L. In total, subjects thus make 150 (300) decisions in Stage I.

Laboratory studies commonly estimate (individual) risk preferences by 
presenting subjects with different sets of lotteries constructed by the re-
searcher, a procedure we follow in Stage I.22 The bets buyers face in Stage II 
are instead constructed by the subject(s) with the role of insurer. This raises 
two questions. First, to what extent are insurer-subjects able to learn the risk 
attitudes of their population of potential buyers and to offer loss size/ 

19 The exact instructions for all treatments can be found in the online supplement to this article 
at Appendix E.

20 Harrison and Rutström [2008] review the different risk elicitation methods used in the labo-
ratory including the multiple price list design. We refer the interested reader to their paper for 
details and the advantages and drawbacks of each method. We will only give a description of our 
design and indicate at which points we depart from the literature.

21 This is a departure from most of the literature, including von Gaudecker et al. [2011], with 
the exception of Heinemann, Nagel and Ockenfels [2009]. We chose this setup to make the deci-
sion-making process for subjects as similar as possible to the one they face in Stage II.

22 Examples include McClelland et al. [1993]; Abdellaoui et al. [2011]; Andreoni and Sprenger 
[2012]. Risk preferences have also been estimated in the field (Harrison et al. [2007]; Dohmen 
et al. [2010]) or using field data (Cohen and Einav [2007]; Ericson et al. [2015]).
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premium combinations that maximize their expected profits? Second, are 
choices made by consumer-subjects in the two stages consistent, such that the 
revealed risk preferences in Stage I can predict a consumer-subject’s Stage II 
choices? The answer to the second question also illuminates the issue of 
whether risk attitudes elicited by individual-decision tasks in the lab carry 
over to interactive market contexts. We are not aware of any other experi-
mental studies that have investigated these issues.

IV(ii). Stage II: The Market Insurance Game

The second stage lasts for 30 periods. Subjects are randomly matched into 
separate markets of six or seven subjects, without rematching between peri-
ods (partner design). Subjects with the role of consumer are given an initial 
endowment of W=€20. In each period, the insurer-subjects set a premium Ri 
and a loss size Li, both in the range [0, W] (i = 1,2). In order not to impose a 
lower bound on the loss sizes set by insurers, insurers can reduce the loss size 

Figure 2  
Example of a Stage I Multiple Price List Decision Screen 

Notes: The text invites subjects to ‘Make a choice between Option A and Option B for  
each choice situation.’ ‘met kans’ means ‘with probability.’ [Colour figure can be viewed at 
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

www.wileyonlinelibrary.com
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without incurring any additional cost. By paying the premium to the insurer, 
consumers are protected against the event of a loss. Losses occur with an 
exogenously given probability p = 0.60.23

Monopoly Treatment
In treatment MONOPUL, the monopolistic insurer-subject sets a loss size L1 
and this also determines the potential loss faced by the uninsured: LU = L1. 
After having learnt the premium and the potential loss LU, consumers decide 
whether or not to insure. This experimental setting is akin to the extreme case 
in which the insurer has full loss manipulating power vis-à-vis the supplier, but 
does not have the ability to price discriminate between those who buy insur-
ance and those who do not buy insurance. In practice, this may happen when 
the insurance company is vertically integrated with the upstream market.

Duopoly Treatments
In the uniform loss duopoly treatment DUOPUL, the potential loss for the 
uninsured is equal to the best (i.e., lowest) price set by the insurers: 
LU = min{L1,L2}. That is, uninsured consumers will always select the cheap-
est service supplier and do not incur any search cost. In the loss discrimina-
tion treatment, it is exogenously set at the maximum level LU = 20 in  
DUOPLD.24 Figure 3 shows an example of a decision screen consumers may 
face in Stage II of DUOPUL. When uninsured, consumers face a potential loss 
of 1 (= 20-19, so the lowest loss size chosen by the two insurers has been 1); 
they can insure against this loss, by buying insurance from insurer 1 at a pre-
mium of 0.5 or from insurer 2 at a premium of 12.0. Most likely, insurer 2 has 
set a much larger loss size. It is conceivable that in this period, insurer 2 will 
not attract any customers. This illustrates the strong incentive for competing 
insurers to undercut the rival’s loss size, giving the competitive outcome of 
Proposition 2 its best shot.

Payoffs. All subjects were paid one randomly chosen Stage I decision. The 
subjects’ earnings in Stage II are determined as follows. In each Stage II 
period, an insured consumer’s earnings equal W−R and the earnings of an 
uninsured consumer are W in case no loss occurs and W−L in case of a loss. 

23 Ex ante, we envisioned that insurer-subjects might have difficulties in simultaneously choos-
ing two strategic variables, so we also ran a number of sessions with an exogenously given loss 
size (these are the sessions no. 1-3 and 8-10 in online Table D.1). In this way, we examined 
whether, for given loss sizes, insurer-subjects are able to find the profit maximizing premium in 
their market. It turned out that they were able to do so. For that reason, in what follows we focus 
on the sessions with endogenous loss sizes. We also ran a number of sessions with a smaller loss 
probability of p = 0.20 (Sessions 4, 7 and 12 in online Table D.1). The results are available upon 
request.

24 For competing expected-profit maximizing insurers, LU = LMax is the optimal level. This 
parameter is set exogenously in order to keep the decision problem for insurer-subjects 
tractable.
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Insurer i’s profits equal Ri times the number Ni of  consumers that bought 
insurance from him minus Li times the number of realized losses among 
his insurees.

For consumer-subjects, one randomly selected Stage II period is paid out. 
For insurer-subjects we decided on a different payoff structure. Payment 
based on a single period may result in losses even for insurers who systemat-
ically set their premium higher than the expected loss, in case the randomly 
chosen period turns out to be a period in which a high number of an insurer’s 
insurees happens to experience a loss. To avoid this, insurer-subjects were 
paid 10% of their accumulated profits. This payoff structure may also help to 
induce insurer subjects to behave more as risk-neutral agents because the 
impact of an individual random draw on their final earnings becomes small.25 
We used a 1:1 conversion rate of euros in the experiment to euros paid.

25 In principle, we could have selected those subjects who show the most risk-neural behavior 
in their Stage I decisions. However, this would lead to certain selection issues. Moreover, as a 
practical point, it would have urged us to process the Stage I results in the short time between the 
end of Stage I and the start of Stage II. Since this would necessitate some estimation of individ-
ual risk parameters, this is infeasible, even if  one automates the process.

Figure 3  
Example of a Stage II Consumer Decision Screen in the DUOP

UL Treatment 
Notes: [translations from Dutch:] schade  =  loss size; kans op schade  =  loss probability; Premie 
verzekeraar  =  premium charged by insurer; maak uw keuze en druk op <OK> =  please decide 
and press the <OK>-button; niet verzekeren  =  not buy insurance; met kans  =  with probability. 
ronde  =  period (1-3 means ‘period 3’) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

www.wileyonlinelibrary.com
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IV(iii). Research Hypotheses

Table I summarizes the theoretical equilibrium predictions for the experi-
mental monopoly and duopoly markets, derived under the assumption that 
consumer-subjects are risk-averse and insurer-subjects are risk-neutral. These 
predictions are the research hypotheses of our experimental investigation. 
We briefly discuss each market structure-loss discrimination configuration.

Monopoly Market with Uniform Loss (MonopUL)
A monopolistic insurer without the ability to loss discriminate has an incen-
tive to keep the potential loss L1 above level Lc in order to retain a market for 
his product. Proposition 1 predicts that he will set L1 to the maximal value, 
LMax = 20. Given risk-averse consumers, the profit-maximizing premium 
will be R1(LMax) > pLMax = 0.6×20 = 12, with the exact value depending 
on the degree of risk aversion. This prediction corresponds in Figure 1 to 
contingent claim ML for the insured and A for the uninsured.

Duopoly Market with Uniform Loss (DuopUL)
In the uniform loss duopoly market, competition will push back loss sizes to 
the point L1 = L2 = Lc, the potential loss for which a consumer is indifferent 
between buying insurance at the actuarially fair rate or remaining uninsured. 
Competition will also force insurers to charge actuarially fair premiums 
R1 = R2 = p×Lc. We do not observe the cost of effort c experimental sub-
jects experience in buying insurance, but for c > 0 we expect to see equilib-
rium premiums and loss sizes strictly above zero. This prediction corresponds 
to contingent claim Cc in Figure 1.

Markets with Loss Discrimination (MonopLD and DuopLD)
In markets with loss discrimination, negotiated discounts are not avail-
able to uninsured consumers; they continue to face a potential loss of 
LU = LMax = 20. In the experiment, the parameter LU does not enter as a 
choice variable for the insurer-subjects but is exogenously set at 20, the level 
that is optimal for the insurers. The monopolistic insurer does not have to 
worry that lowering L1 will reduce the demand for his product, because of 
the exclusivity of any negotiated discounts. For this reason, and because 
L1 is the price the insurer has to pay to the service supplier in case one of 
his customers experiences a loss, the insurer has an incentive to set L1 as 
low as possible, that is, equal to 0. The profit-maximizing premium will be 
R1 > pL = 0.6×20 = 12, with the exact value again depending on the de-
gree of risk aversion. This prediction corresponds in Figure 1 to contingent 
claim ML for the insured. We do not experimentally implement this treatment 
because the only predicted difference with treatment MONOPUL is the higher 
profits for the insurer-subjects (see Table I).
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In duopoly markets DUOPLD, the fact that uninsured consumers continue 
to face a potential loss of LMax = 20 ensures that the insurance market will 
not erode. Indeed, the exclusivity of negotiated discounts lifts the constraint 
that prevents insurer-competition in DUOPUL to push loss sizes to zero. The 
unique equilibrium for this case is when R1 = R2 = L1 = L2 = 0. This pre-
diction corresponds to contingent claim D in Figure 1.

In sum, the consumer welfare implications of insurers having the power to 
manipulate the loss size, combined with the possibility to loss discriminate 
and insurer competition, depend on whether or not the market is an insur-
ance market by nature. If  not (that is, L0 < Lc), insurers cannot bring benefits 
and their presence increases the loss the uninsured face (Table I, column V). 
However, insurer competition will ensure that consumers can buy insurance 
at the fair price. When insurers lack the ability to loss discriminate between 
insured and uninsured individuals, the resulting premium will be positive, 
and will depend on Lc; when insurers can loss discriminate, in equilibrium 
consumers can buy insurance at zero premium (column VI). In both cases, 
however, they do buy a product that they previously did not need.

In insurance markets (that is, L0≥Lc), consumers may benefit from the 
presence of insurers, with the size of these benefits increasing with the ini-
tial loss size L0 and depending on the market structure-loss discrimination 
configuration. Without competition, the insurer’s only service is to offer a 
transfer of risk. Consumers will not be better off  because the insurer will 
not reduce potential losses and charge them the maximal possible premium 
(column VI). This is independent of the insurer being able to loss discrimi-
nate. Introducing competition erodes the insurers’ profits (column IV), but 
in their quest for lower premiums, insurers will push the suppliers’ prices all 
the way down to the lowest level Lc at which the insurance continues to exist. 
Both the loss discrimination and uniform loss case lead to an equilibrium in 
which consumers have a (weak) preference to buy insurance. Consumers are 
however better off  in the former situation because of the lower insurance 
premium (zero) in equilibrium (column VI).

V. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND DATA

The experiment was conducted at the CREED experimental laboratory of 
the University of Amsterdam. Sessions lasted between 1h25m and 1h50m. 
We ran a total of twenty sessions in which a total of 245 subjects participated 
in 45 separate markets.

Table II summarizes per treatment the most important background char-
acteristics plus some of the outcomes, splitting the sample based on the sub-
ject’s role in the market stage. The average age of 21/22 years reflects the 
fact that our sample consists of students of the University of Amsterdam. 
In all treatments, about half  of the subjects is female. For age and gender, 
no significant differences between treatments are found. The risk elicitation 
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stage is the same for all treatments so earnings are also very similar. There 
is however large between-treatment variation in the market stage earnings. 
Insurer-subjects earn on average €13.74 in the market stage of the monop-
oly treatment but are not able to attain positive earnings in the competitive 
non-insurance market DUOPUL. However, in the competitive insurance mar-
ket with loss discrimination DUOPLD, they earn significantly more, on average 
€21.83. As we will see, insurer-subjects in DUOPLD use their loss discriminat-
ing ability to set the cost to redress losses among their insured clients at very 

tAble ii  
SummAry StAtiSticS SubJectS (StAndArd deviAtionS in pArentHeSeS)

MONOP
UL

DUOP
UL

DUOP
LD

Insurers Consumers Insurers Consumers Insurers Consumers

Role: (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Fraction females 0.182 0.472 0.467 0.486 0.500 0.459

(0.405) (0.504) (0.516) (0.507) (0.519) (0.505)

Age 21.73 22.30 22.00 21.16 21.53 21.22

(1.79) (3.28) (3.82) (2.69) (2.88) (2.50)

riSk elicitAtion 
StAge

�̂�
i
  median 0.029 0.081 0.089 0.083 0.082 0.095

mean 0.029 0.091 0.200* 0.110 0.072 0.101

(0.061) (0.079) (0.309) (0.111) (0.054) (0.086)

𝜏
s(i)  median 1.274 1.136 1.202

mean 1.284 1.169 1.231

(0.068) (0.087) (0.148)

finAl eArningS 
(in €) 

Total earnings‡ 29.74 25.70 12.87*** 29.02** 36.50††† 28.52

(10.69) (3.12) (3.68) (1.98) (9.98) (4.88)

Risk elicitation 
stage

16.00 - 14.12 - 14.67 -

(4.20) (-) (6.30) (-) (6.17) (-)

Market stage 13.74 - -1.26*** - 21.83*††† -

(8.21) (-) (3.11) (-) (9.49) (-)

# subjects 11 55 16 40 18 45

# markets 11 8 9

Notes: ‡For consumer-subjects, it was not separately recorded which of the stage I and II decisions were paid 
out (subjects were only informed about their earnings after the experiment had ended).
*** (**, *) indicate statistically significant differences with MONOP

UL
 at the 1%-level (5%-level, 10%-level);

††† (††, †) indicate statistically significant differences with DUOP
UL

 at the 1%-level (5%-level, 10%-level). 
Significance based on two-sided pairwise nonparametric Mann-Whitney rank-sum tests.
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low levels while only partly passing these benefits to their clients in the form 
of low premiums. For consumer-subjects, the actual earnings have not been 
recorded for the two stages separately, but because we can assume that earn-
ings in the risk elicitation stage are very similar across treatments, differences 
in total earnings are likely to reflect differences in earnings in the market 
stage. We observe that in both DUOPUL and DUOPLD, consumer-subjects leave 
the lab with more money than in MONOPUL. In the next section, we will study 
in greater detail the underlying behaviors that have caused these outcomes.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We split the discussion of our results into three parts. In Section VI(i) we 
analyze the results of the risk elicitation stage. The high number of subject-
decisions in this stage allows us to estimate risk attitudes at the individual 
level. We evaluate the consistency of subjects’ Stage I choices and compare 
our risk preference estimates with those found elsewhere in the literature. As 
an extra check on the balance of our design, we also compare the distribu-
tion of risk preferences across treatments, distinguishing between subjects 
assigned the role of consumer in the market stage and those assigned the role 
of insurer. Section VI(ii) returns to the main topic of this paper by presenting 
the outcomes of the market insurance game. We relate the results regarding 
the premiums and loss sizes observed, the consumers’ insurance choices and 
the insurers’ profits to the research hypotheses as summarized in Table I.

The type of decisions consumer-subjects face in both stages is very much 
comparable, but whereas they are in an individual decision-making game in 
Stage I with the options offered by a computer, they are in a strategic market 
context in Stage II with the options offered by another subject in their mar-
ket. Any observed difference in behavior indicates that subjects have a differ-
ent attitude towards choosing between risky prospects and insurance choices. 
Section VII presents an elaborate analysis of these issues.

VI(i). Individual Risk Preferences

First, we use the decisions from the risk elicitation stage to estimate the indi-
vidual-specific risk parameter for the subjects with the role of consumer in 
the market stage of the experiment. To this end, we apply a structural econo-
metric model related to the one introduced by von Gaudecker et al. [2011] 
and estimate this model by maximum likelihood.26 For ease of comparison, 

26 Motivated by their research objectives, von Gaudecker et al. [2011] also incorporates loss 
aversion and time preferences for uncertainty resolution in the utility specification. In our study, 
neither of the lotteries A and B involves a loss, subjects receive immediate feedback on whether 
or not a loss has occurred, and in all cases subjects get paid immediately after the experiment has 
ended.
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we borrow their notation. We assume that subjects’ risk preferences can be 
represented by an expected utility framework with the standard CARA expo-
nential utility function 

with z∈ℝ denoting a lottery and � ∈ℝ the Arrow-Pratt coefficient of abso-
lute risk aversion.

In the risk elicitation stage, subjects i ∈ {1, …, N} repeatedly choose be-
tween two lotteries �A

j
 and �B

j
 ( j∈{1, … , Ji}). Lottery A is a binary lottery 

with a high outcome Ahigh that happens with probability phigh and a low out-
come Alow that happens with probability 1−phigh; lottery B is a degenerated 
lottery: 

Let the outcome variable Yij be such that: 

The corresponding certainty equivalents are: 

with 

Combining equations (4) and (5), the difference in the certainty equivalents 
of lottery A and B can be written as: 

(1) u(z,�) = −
1

�
e−�z,

(2) �A
j
= (Alow

j
,A

high

j
, p

high

j
); �B

j
= Bcert

(3) Yij =

{
1 if the individual choosesB

0 otherwise.

(4) CE(�A
j
,�i) = − ln (−�iu(�

A
j
))∕�i and CE(�

B
j
,�i) = Bcert

j
.

(5)

u(�A
j
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high
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We follow von Gaudecker et al. [2011] in our further econometric implemen-
tation.27 Whereas a perfectly rational decision-maker selects �B

j
 if  and only if  

ΔCEij > 0, we allow for uncertainty by adding Fechner errors �ij to the deter-
ministic economic model (see, e.g., Loomes [2005]). The decision problem of 
the individual now reads: 

with � denoting an indicator function. If  Yij = 1, individual i chooses to buy 
insurance when faced with choice situation j. The individual’s probability to 
make ‘mistakes’ (e.g., due to inattention) increases with the parameter � ∈ℝ+.  
We use this procedure to back out the individual-specific risk-preference pa-
rameter �i, whereas von Gaudecker et al. [2011] try to retrieve the distribution 
of this parameter. We estimate for each session separately the parameters τ 
and the individual �i’s by maximum likelihood.

It is reassuring that with a median value of 0.082 and a mean value of 
0.103, the resulting distribution is very similar to the population distribution 
estimated by von Gaudecker et al. [2011, Figure 4a].28 Reassuringly for the 
success of our randomization, Table II shows that for consumers, the esti-
mated risk-preference parameters are very similar across treatments; for sub-
jects acting as insurer, we find that those in DUOPUL are moderately more risk 
averse (p = 0.068) than those in MONOPUL.29 For DUOPUL, a regression how-
ever does not indicate a relation between insurer risk attitudes and the mini-
mum premium available to consumers in the market stage.30 Finally, it turns 
out that subject choices in the risk-elicitation stage are very consistent, such 
that individual differences in �̂�’s correctly reflect underlying differences in in-
dividual risk-preferences.31

VI(ii). The Market Insurance Game

In this section, we will present the treatment effects on the key outcome vari-
ables of the market stage of the experiment: premiums, loss sizes, expected 
consumer earnings and insurer profits. However, our design with non- 
automated live-buyers necessitates that we first consider which  
(R,  L)-combinations are most profitable in our experimental markets and 

27 More details are provided in the Online Appendix.

(7) Yij = 𝕀(ΔCEij+𝜏𝜖ij > 0) with 𝜏 ∈ℝ+,

28 Online Figure D.1 shows the full distribution of the estimated individual risk preference 
parameters of the subjects in our sample. von Gaudecker et al. [2011] impose more structure and 
do not estimate individual �i’s. For these reasons their distribution is smoother than ours.

29 In part, this difference is explained by the lower fraction of females in treatment MONOPUL; 
in line with the literature on this topic (Croson and Gneezy [2009]), a regression of individual 
risk aversion (�̂�i’s) on gender shows a highly significant correlation between being female and risk 
aversion (β = 0.061; p < 0.001)

30 We regressed the average minimum market premium on the insurer’s estimated γ’s while 
clustering at the market level.

31 See online appendix C for additional analysis.
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ascertain whether these combinations are roughly the same across treatments. 
To this end, we construct per treatment for each (R,  L)-combination with 
p = 0.6 the aggregate demand for insurance by considering the Stage I deci-
sions of the subjects who are assigned the role of consumer in the market 
stage. This procedure provides us with a map for the aggregate demand for 
insurance at the treatment level.32 These maps are shown in Figure 4. The 
squares in the grid indicate the actual decisions of subjects in the risk elicita-
tion stage. The numbers next to the squares indicate how many chose to take 
insurance (the more subjects take insurance the larger the square is). The 
maps also show the iso-expected-profit curves of a monopolistic insurer who 
would serve such a (hypothetical) market. For example, in MONOPUL, 89% of 
all subjects decided to buy insurance (i.e., they chose Option B) when options 
A and B corresponded to (R, L) = (4, 8).33

There are a number of important points to take away from these maps. 
First, in line with the individual estimates of risk preferences, a majority of 
consumer-subjects shows risk-averse behavior. For example, in all treatments, 
most subjects decide to buy insurance at a premium of eight to be safe-
guarded against a 60% probability of losing twelve. Second, the iso-profit 
curves are very similar across treatments, reinforcing our earlier observation 
that any difference in outcomes cannot be explained by treatment heteroge-
neity in consumer risk preferences. Third, in each of these markets, a prof-
it-maximizing monopolistic insurer would do best if  he sets the loss size close 
at 20 and offers insurance at a premium of about 14 to 16.34

In sum, if  the decisions of consumer-subjects in the market stage of this 
experiment are consistent with their first stage elicited risk-preferences, mo-
nopolistic insurer-subjects indeed maximize expected profits by setting the 
loss size L at the maximal value, in line with the theoretical argument posed 
in Proposition 1. We next turn to the question whether insurer-subjects in 
MONOPUL are able to uncover the particular iso-profit map of their market 
and to set the loss size and premium at the profit-maximizing levels.

Monopoly Market with Uniform Loss
In Table I we hypothesize that monopolistic insurers in a market with uni-
form loss MONOPUL will design a contingent claim ML such that the premium 
exceeds 12, the uninsured face a loss size of 20 and expected profits �ML

 are 
strictly positive. The results in Table III provide empirical support. When we 

32 The per-market aggregate demand functions may look slightly different because each mar-
ket only contains a sub-sample of five consumer-subjects. In the online Appendix we provide 
plots for each separate market.

33 This particular combination corresponds to the fourth choice situation in Figure 2.
34 We provide a numerical example for MONOPUL: at a premium of 14 and a loss size of 20, 37 

subjects out of the 55 consumer-subjects (67%) would take insurance and the insurer’s per con-
sumer expected profits would equal (37/55)×(14−0.6×20) = 1.35; setting a loss size of 16 and a 
premium of 10 would lead to expected per consumer profits of (48/55)×(12−0.6×16) = 0.35.
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focus on the final 15 periods, both the uninsured loss size and the premium 
are far above zero, although the loss size for the uninsured is strictly below 
the upper bound of 20 (p<0.00135) and, correspondingly, the average  

35 p-values in this section are based on one-sided t-tests, unless stated otherwise. Throughout 
our statistical analysis of market stage decisions, we use the market as the unit of observation.

Figure 4  
Stage I Aggregate Decisions by Consumer-Subjects (squares) for Choice Combinations 

Involving a Loss Probability p = 0.6 and the Corresponding iso-Expected-Profit Curves for a 
Monopolistic Insurer 

Notes: The number to the right of each (L,R)-combination denotes the percentage of consumer 
subjects in the treatment that chose Option B (‘insure’) in the risk-elicitation stage. Based on 
these choices, we calculate the profits an insurer earns in expectation when offering (L,R) in all 
30 periods. The labels to the iso-profit lines show the per. contract expected profits. The plots 
were created in Matlab using the interp2 function for interpolation of the gridded data. The solid 
line is the risk neutral line. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

www.wileyonlinelibrary.com
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premium is with 11.59 not significantly different from 12 (p = 0.545, two-
sided t-test), but sufficiently high to generate profits that are strictly positive 
in expectation (p<0.001). Consumers on average take out insurance in 52.7% 
of the cases, a number that is not significantly different from 50% (p = 0.205, 
two-sided t-test).

Insurers’ average expected profits are 4.59 and clearly positive whereas 
consumers expected earnings are on average 9.22. This is still somewhat bet-
ter (p<0.001) than the expected earnings of 8 (=(1-0.6) × 20) consumers can 
expect to earn in case no insurance would be offered to protect against a 
potential loss of 20. The point, however, is that the uninsured face a much 
higher potential loss when compared to an initial loss size L0 = 0.

Figure 5 shows for all treatments the average market loss sizes and premi-
ums over time and the average percentage of consumers that buys insurance 
in a given period. Panels (a) and (b) show that in MONOPUL, average potential 
loss sizes and premiums settle fairly quickly around the values of 16 and 12, 
respectively. The average percentage of consumers buying insurance (panel 
(c)) continues to show considerable variation, which is indicative of insur-
er-subjects efforts to tweak the loss size/premium-combination such that they 
extract the maximal surplus from the consumers in their market. Figure 6 

tAble iii  
mAin experimentAl outcomeS (mArket level StAndArd deviAtionS in pArentHeSeS)

Periods

1-15 16-30

MONOP
UL

DUOP
UL

DUOP
LD

MONOP
UL

DUOP
UL

DUOP
LD

Min. Premium 
(R)

10.68 5.29*** 4.53*** 11.59 4.99*** 3.54***†

(1.89) (1.41) (1.43) (2.17) (1.15) (1.68)

Loss Size (L) 15.16 9.02*** 20.00***††† 16.44 7.71*** 20.00***†††

(1.41) (2.5) (0.00) (2.96) (2.07) (0.00)

Fraction Insured 0.44 0.59 0.96***††† 0.53 0.44 0.96***†††

(0.10) (0.23) (0.04) (0.16) (0.19) (0.04)

Expected Profits 
Insurers  
(per period)

2.87 -1.25*** 6.93***††† 4.59 -0.12*** 7.27†††

(2.50) (1.47) (2.92) (3.18) (0.69) (4.24)

Expected Profits 
Consumers 
(per period)

10.33 14.94*** 15.18*** 9.22 15.36*** 16.21***

(1.83) (1.43) (1.47) (2.12) (1.15) (1.82)

# markets 11 8 9 11 8 9

Notes: *** (**, *) indicate statistically significant differences with MONOP
UL at the 1%-level (5%-level, 

10%-level);
††† (††, †) indicate statistically significant differences with DUOP-

UL
 at the 1%-level (5%-level, 10%-level). 

Significance based on two-sided pairwise nonparametric Mann-Whitney rank-sum tests. Unit of observation: 
Market.
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shows for each treatment the average per period profits and earnings insurers, 
respectively consumers, can expect given their choices and the objective loss 
probability p = 0.6.36 Panel 6a clearly shows that as the experiment progresses, 
insurer-subjects in MONOPUL learn how to attain higher profits. As a result, 
consumer earnings decrease over time (Panel 6b). In general, insurer-subjects 
seem well able to find the profit maximizing combination of their two choice 
variables given the risk-preferences of the consumers in their market. This is 
a remarkable achievement, especially since they do not know the consum-
er-subjects with whom they form a group nor their risk-profile.

36 By considering ex ante expected outcomes instead of ex post realizations, the plots ignore 
the noise caused by the idiosyncratic draws of nature that influence the actual outcomes subjects 
experience.

Figure 5  
Per Period Average Market Stage Outcomes for MONOP

UL (triangles) and DUOP
UL (circles) and 

DUOP
LD (squares) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Notes: The dashed lines depict the mean ± two standard error confidence intervals. The loss size 
for the uninsured is exogenously set at 20 in DUOP

LD and not shown in panel (a). Instead, the 
price LI insurers pay to redress the loss of their clients is shown.

www.wileyonlinelibrary.com
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Competitive Markets
For the duopoly markets, the hypotheses in Table I state that independent of 
the ability to loss discriminate, the introduction of competition will reduce 
expected profits to zero; with loss discrimination (DUOPLD), premiums should 
be zero as well (with all consumer-subjects preferring coverage over staying 
uninsured); with uniform losses (DUOPUL) insurers, in an attempt not to erode 
the market for insurance, will continue to set the loss size (and thereby the 
premium) strictly above zero. That is, they will primarily compete in premi-
ums and less in loss sizes.

DUOPUL. Figure 5 shows that the introduction of competition leads to 
significantly lower loss sizes and premiums (see also Table III). Table III and 
Figure 6 also show that, in line with our hypothesis, insurers are not able 
to make positive profits in this market (p = 0.681 for the final 15 periods). 
Figure 6 shows that in time, insurer-subjects learn how to break even in these 
markets. Compared to the corresponding monopoly market, consumers 
significantly benefit from insurer competition with average expected earnings 
increasing from about 9 to more than 15.

However, despite competition, the market remains an insurance market: 
the loss size the uninsured face does not drop to zero but remains at a signifi-
cantly higher value of €7.71 (p < 0.001).37 That is, as predicted, competition 
moves the contingent claim for the insured in Figure 1 from point ML to Cc 

37 As one insurer-subject explained in the post-experiment survey [translated from Dutch]: 
‘Because I determined the loss size, I tried to lower this in exchange for a higher premium (such 
that both I and the consumers would be better off  as long as they continued to pay the pre-
mium). However, this did not succeed. The temptation for the others not to insure proved too 
great.’

Figure 6  
Per Period Average Expected Insurer Profits and Consumer Earnings for MONOP

UL (triangles) 
and DUOP

UL (circles) and DUOP
LD (squares) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Notes: The expected profits and earnings are calculated assuming that consumers (insured and 
uninsured) experience a loss with probability p = 0.6.

www.wileyonlinelibrary.com
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while the uninsured face contingent claim B. Importantly, insured and unin-
sured consumers continue to be worse off  when compared to the initial state 
claim D.

DUOPLD. In treatment DUOPLD, competition in the insurance market is 
combined with the possibility to loss discriminate. It is exogenously imposed 
that uninsured consumers face a loss size of 20 (contingent claim A in 
Figure 1). Our hypotheses state that insurer-competition will lead insurers 
to transfer all advantages of negotiated discounts to their consumers by 
lowering the premiums up to the point where both premiums and the losses 
to be recouped by insurers are zero (point D); in equilibrium, all consumers 
will prefer to buy insurance.

The results in Table III and Figure 5c confirm these hypotheses. 
Throughout, over 95% of all consumer-subjects chooses to buy insurance. 
This insurance market is a real boon to the insurer-subjects because they 
quickly learn to set the value of the loss that they have to recoup to zero 
while, despite competition, they are still able to charge significantly positive 
premiums of on average 3.54 in the final fifteen periods (p<0.001). Although 
the premiums do not converge to zero, at the 10%-level they are significantly 
lower than in DUOPUL (p = 0.083). This difference can be attributed to the 
fact that, given the possibility to loss discriminate, insurers do not face the 
threat that pushing the loss sizes too low will erode their market. For this 
reason, they can ‘negotiate’ more fiercely in treatment DUOPLD. Figure 6b 
suggests that expected consumer earnings are on average slightly higher in 
treatment DUOPLD than in treatment DUOPUL but this difference is statistically 
insignificant.

In sum, in case the potential loss to the uninsured is high, consumers are 
clearly better off when there is a competitive market for insurance: insurers with 
loss-manipulating bargaining power negotiate great deals with service suppliers 
and transfer part of this advantage to their insurees in the form of lower insur-
ance premiums. Our results thus show that for high risks (expensive services), 
having a competitive insurance market with insurers who can influence loss sizes 
increases consumer welfare. On the other hand, in markets that are non-insur-
ance markets (L0 < Lc), the introduction of competition between insurers does 
not push premiums and loss sizes back to zero, independent of whether or not 
the negotiated loss sizes are exclusively available to insurees. Figure 6a contains 
an important policy implication: from the observation that insurers in a market 
do not make profits, one should not conclude that competition forces insurers 
to do all they can to offer insurance at the lowest possible prices.

VII. FURTHER CHECKS

In this section, we report additional analysis on the data that serves as a fur-
ther check on our results. First, we address whether the choices made by 
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consumer-subjects in the risk-elicitation stage are indicative of their behavior 
in the subsequent market stage. Second, we consider for insurer-subjects 
whether there is a relation between their risk attitudes and the offers made in 
the market stage.38

VII(i). Consistency Risk Elicitation and Market Stage

Do risk-preferences elicited in the laboratory adequately capture the behav-
ior of an individual in choices under uncertainty outside the lab? The stabil-
ity of risk preferences across decision contexts is an important and mostly 
open research question.39 We zoom in on one particular element of this ques-
tion: Do subjects exhibit the same attitude towards risk when they are put in 
a strategic market context instead of an individual risk-elicitation task? We 
answer this question by considering the consistency between the stage I and 
II choices of consumer-subjects.

The first part of Table IV contains the results for the risk-elicitation stage. 
This stage is identical for all treatments such that it is only natural that the 
average value of the individual risk preference estimates �̂�i is very similar. We 
use these estimated �i’s to back out for each consumer-subject i the average 
difference in the certainty equivalent (ΔCE) between option A and B that he 
or she is confronted with in Stage I. The mean of these values is reported in 
Table IV, as is the number of choices between option A and B that is correctly 
predicted when individual i’s risk preferences are represented by utility func-
tion (1) with 𝛾 = �̂�i. Given that the estimated �i’s are similar across treatments 
and that subjects face the same choice problems, it is no surprise to find that 
the mean ΔCE value and the success rate of the (in-sample) predictions is 
very similar across treatments: the estimated utility model predicts on aver-
age 84% of all choices correctly.

In the market stage, the options A and B are endogenously set by the in-
surer-subjects. This results in the options consumer-subjects face being less 
extreme than in the risk elicitation stage. For example, an insurer-subject has 
no interest offering insurance against a potential loss of 20 at a premium of 
2. This implies that one cannot simply do a between-treatment comparison 
of the success rate of the realized (out-of-sample) predictions for the market 
stage. For this variable, Table IV indeed reveals large differences: from 65.2% 
in MONOPUL to 95.3% in DUOPLD. The high number in DUOPLD is caused by the 
presence of the clearly unattractive option of staying uninsured (and facing 
a potential loss of 20). This leads to a large ΔCE in evaluating the options 

38 As a check on the external validity of our findings, we investigate in online Appendix B how 
the consumer-subjects’ elicited risk attitudes relate to insurance purchases they make in ev-
ery-day life.

39 See the survey by Barseghyan et al. [2018] and the references therein.
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and a correspondingly low chance that a subject makes a ‘mistake.’ As ΔCE 
becomes smaller, the likelihood of choosing the less preferred option by ‘mis-
take’ grows. The small market stage ΔCE’s in MONOPUL and DUOPUL are in-
dicative of insurer-subjects manoeuvring the premium-loss size combination 
into a region where consumer-subjects become close to indifferent between 
whether or not to buy insurance.

For this reason, we correct for between-treatment differences in the ΔCE 
values of the options available to consumers. Conditional on the estimated �i’s 
and τ’s, and given the value ΔCEij of  each offer j posed to subject i, we use (7) 
to calculate the probability that the subject does not make a mistake. We then 
take for each consumer-subject the average of these probabilities. Averaging 
over all consumers in a given treatment then gives us the predicted number 
of correct decisions that takes into account between-treatment differences 
in the offers consumers face. Table IV shows that the predicted and actual 
percentage of correct decisions are relatively close in the duopoly treatments. 
For MONOPUL, the table reveals an over-prediction of correct decisions. That 
is, given their choices in the first stage and the offers they face in the market 
stage, consumer-subjects seem to make more inconsistent choices than can be 
accounted for by random mistakes only.

While the difference between the predicted and realized number of correct 
decisions tells us how well the risk preferences in the first stage predict the 

tAble iv  
cHoiceS by conSumer SubJectS in tHe riSk elicitAtion And mArket StAge (p = 0.6)

TreAtment MONOP
UL

DUOP
UL

DUOP
LD

I. RiSk ElicitAtion StAge

meAn Δ ce 3.837 3.878 3.879

 mean �̂� 0.081 0.083 0.095

 correct decisions 84.1% 83.9% 84.7%

II. MArket StAge

 mean Δ CE 1.550 1.165 11.296

 correct decisions (predicted) 73.4% 69.1% 99.1%

 correct decisions (realized) 65.2% 72.3% 95.3%

 Difference (in perc. points) -8.2 3.2 -3.8

 Incorrect predictions

 insured 45.53% 28.16% 0.00%

 uninsured 54.47% 71.84% 100.00%

# incorrect predictions 574 309 64

fraction incorrect predictions 0.348 0.258 0.047

obs. 55 40 45
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actual behavior of consumer-subjects in the market stage, it is not informative 
about the direction of any bias. To investigate whether people behave as more 
or less risk averse when put in a market context, we next consider whether the 
estimated �i’s over- or under-predict the demand for insurance in the market 
stage. To this end, we plot in Figure 7 for each treatment separately the mar-
ket stage decisions that are inconsistent with the individual risk preferences 
estimated in Stage I. Panel 7c for example shows that for DUOPLD the total 
number of incorrect predictions is very small, and they are all in the same 
direction: consumer-subjects do not buy insurance in choice-situations where 
they should have given their estimated risk preferences. In other words, they 
sometimes behave less risk-averse in this particular market context. Also for 
the other competitive treatment DUOPUL, 71.8% of all incorrect predictions 
predict that subjects should have bought insurance whereas in practice they 
decided to go insured. Figure 7b reveals that in many of these cases, consumer- 
subjects rejected offers that were actuarially more than fair. In MONOPUL, 
the incorrect predictions are rather evenly split between predicting buying 

Figure 7  
Stage II Insurance Choices Inconsistent with Estimated Stage I Risk Preferences

[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

www.wileyonlinelibrary.com
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insurance when the subject did not and vice versa. Figure 7a also does not 
reveal a bias in a particular direction.

The main take away is that the elicited risk attitudes predict a subject’s 
insurance choices in a market context reasonably well. They exhibit some 
inclination to make less averse choices when the insurance market is com-
petitive. One explanation for this is that subjects expect that in a competitive 
laboratory environment with relatively thin markets, playing hard to get pays 
off  in the form of receiving more favorable offers in future periods. If  so, this 
is a limitation of the experimental set up in mimicking real-life insurance 
markets. It does imply that the experimental estimates of detrimental insurer 
market power will be conservative when subjects behave less risk averse in 
experimental markets than in real world markets.

VII(ii). Insurer-Subjects: Risk Attitudes and Offers

One motivation for our introduction of the payoff structure where we pay 
insurer-subjects in the market stage 10% of their accumulated profits is 
that this may induce them to behave more risk-neutral because it reduces 
the impact of individual random draws (determining the loss of an insured 
consumer) on their final earnings. To see whether this approach has been 
successful, we regress for each experimental market the average minimum 
premium at which insurance was offered on the estimated individual risk-
preference parameter of the insurer-subjects in that market. In DUOPLD, the 
minimum market premium seems to be negatively related to the private risk 
preferences of the insurers offering the premium. A simple regression con-
firms this (β = -12.96; p = 0.011; n = 18). A somewhat similar tendency is 
observed in MONOPUL (β  =  -12.31; p  =  0.237; n  =  11) but not in DUOPUL 
(β = −0.42; p = 0.679; n = 16).

We established (Figure 6a) that selling insurance in MONOPUL and DUOPLD 
is far more profitable than in DUOPUL. For this reason, one possible reading 
of the relation between market premiums and insurer risk preferences is that 
a higher degree of risk aversion is correlated with a higher eagerness/impa-
tience to make a sale. So insurers in these treatments may not act fully inde-
pendent of their private risk-preferences. For our experimental findings, this 
means that the minimum premiums reported in Table III may underestimate 
the equilibrium values that would obtain in a setting with risk-neutral insur-
ers selecting the offers.40

40 A more general implication is that inferences from laboratory experiments on Bertrand 
competition using pools with risk-averse subjects may overstate the competitiveness of real-life 
markets in which risk-neutral firms compete in prices. This is a topic that deserves further 
research.
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VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The question of how concentration in downstream markets enables buyers 
to effectively improve their bargaining position in price negotiations with 
service suppliers continues to be complex. This paper argues that this is es-
pecially true in markets where the buyers are insurance companies who ne-
gotiate on behalf  of their customers. Existing empirical studies focus on the 
relation between competition intensity in the up and downstream market and 
the negotiated prices but mostly take the costs of the upstream firms as given. 
We emphasize that when insurers can use their bargaining power not only 
to arrive at better prices but also to influence the cost structure in upstream 
markets, this does not necessarily lead to lower costs when lower costs imply 
that the uninsured face lower potential losses. Indeed, decreases in the poten-
tial loss reduces the demand for insurance by risk-averse consumers, posing a 
direct threat to the raison d’être of  the insurer.

We use theory and empirical illustrations to convey how insurers might 
successfully alter loss sizes in practice, and we present experimental evidence 
showing that insurer-subjects in the lab routinely move away from the non-in-
surance outcome because they recognize the threat of potential losses that 
are too low for consumers to buy insurance. The introduction of insurer 
competition does not change this outcome although it does annihilate the 
insurers’ profits.

We believe that our research contains an important policy implication and 
an illustration of a common misconception. It is beyond doubt that insur-
ance increases welfare by its risk-sharing properties in markets that we char-
acterize as insurance markets. However, in granting insurers buyer-power as 
a counterweight to supplier market power, regulators should pay attention 
to the possibly concomitant ability for insurers to manipulate loss size to the 
consumer’s detriment, by protecting insurance markets or by creating them 
in those realms of life that are non-insurance markets by nature. This may 
for example happen when their market power enables insurers to block the 
introduction of cost-saving technologies, the entry of cheaper suppliers or by 
stimulating service suppliers to bundle different services into a more expen-
sive product.

In our experimental markets, competition between insurers drives their 
profits to zero when insurers can influence the loss size but lack the ability to 
loss discriminate. However, our results also show that based on this statistic 
alone, one should not conclude that competition guarantees consumers the 
lowest possible prices because loss sizes continue to be far above the zero 
lower bound. Our findings suggest that competitive forces primarily induce 
insurers to decrease premiums to the actuarially fair rate for a given loss size, 
but that they continue to be wary of curbing loss sizes when this also benefits 
the uninsured.
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APPENDIX 

Proof of Proposition 1. 

 □

Proof of Proposition 2. 

In what follows, we assume risk-averse consumers have homogenous risk preferences 
such that we can normalize the number of consumers without loss of generality to 
n = 1. Besides the premium, consumers have to incur a transaction cost c when buying 
insurance such that they only buy insurance if  the potential loss L≥Lc. We assume 
that independent of the choices by the insurers, the uninsured face a potential loss 
L≥Lc; the market is an insurance market. The proof is in three steps.

a) First, in equilibrium R1 = R2≤W −CE(L), i.e., both insurers must charge an 
identical premium. For suppose that, say, R1 > R2 > pL2, then E[𝜋2] > 0 and 
E[�1] = 0 because insurer 1 would not have any clients. Insurer 1 could strictly 
improve by setting R1 = R2 (and L1 = L2) which would render insurer 1 half  of 
market demand and expected profits E[𝜋1] = E[𝜋2]∕2 > 0.

b) Second, in equilibrium, the premium by both insurers has to satisfy Ri = pLi, with 
Li the price insurer i (i = 1,2) has negotiated to redress a loss. That is, the expected 
profits E[�i ] equal zero for both insurers. For suppose that R2 = R1 > pL1. Then, 
insurer 1 can strictly increase its expected profits by reducing the premium by an 
amount ε, with 0 < 𝜖 < (R1−pL1)∕2. By undercutting his competitor, he no longer 
has to share the market and E[𝜋New

1
] = (R1−𝜖)−pL1 > (R1−pL1)∕2 = E[𝜋1].

c) Finally, we prove that in equilibrium L1 = L2 = 0: the insurers will reduce the 
cost they have to pay when one of their customers faces a loss to 0. From b), we 
know that L1 = L2. Now suppose that L1 = L2 = L̃ > 0. Then there exists a 
value LNew with 0 < LNew < L̃ such that if, say insurer 1, sets L1 = LNew and 
R(LNew) = W −CE(LNew), he will reap positive profits. Because R(L) is increas-
ing in L and R(0) = 0, for LNew sufficiently small, R(LNew) < pL̃: all consumers 
prefer insurance by firm 1 to insurance by firm 2 and to staying uninsured. □

dE[𝜋(L)]

dL
= d

{
W −U−1[pU (W −L)+ (1−p)U (W )]−pL

}
∕dL

= −d
{
U−1[pU (W −L)+ (1−p)U (W )]

}
∕dL−p

> −d
{
U−1[U (p(W −L)+ (1−p)W )]

}
∕dL−p

= −d {pW −pL+ (1−p)W} ∕dL−p

= 0.
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Numerical Example

Separate Evaluation Purchase and Insurance Decision
Consider the market described in Section III. A monopolistic firm can supply two 
versions of a particular product, one with quality qL and the other with quality  
qH > qL. The constant marginal cost of supplying version i ∈ {L,H} is ci. Consumers 
differ in their taste for quality θ with a fraction λ (the ‘high types’) having taste param-
eter �H and the remaining fraction 1−λ (the low types), 𝜃L < 𝜃H. Consumers receive 
a surplus U = θq−x if  they buy a product of quality q at price x.

In what follows, we take the parameter values c
L
= 0.10; c

H
= 0.15; �

L
= 0.3;

�
H
= 0.6; q

L
= 0.6; q

H
= 0.8; � = 0.3; p = 0.3 and γ  =  0.9. We consider three 

cases: a) only quality qL is supplied; b) only quality qH is supplied, and, c) both quali-
ties are supplied.

a) Only quality qL is supplied The supplier can decide to sell to both types of con-
sumers, in which case he sets a price p∗

L
= �LqL = 0.3 ⋅0.6 = 0.18 and his prof-

its equal � = �LqL−cL = 0.18−0.08 = 0.10, or only to the high types at price 
p∗
L
= �HqL = 0.36 giving profits �̃� = (𝜃HqL−cH )𝜆 = (0.36−0.15)0.3 = 0.078. 

b)  Only quality qH is supplied If  the supplier sells the high quality good to both consumers, 
he cannot charge more than p∗

H
= �LqH = 0.24, leading to profits π = 0.09. In this 

case, it is more profitable to sell only to the high types at price p∗
H
= �HqH = 0.48,  

giving profits �̂� = 0.099.
c) Both qualities are supplied If  both qualities are supplied, one needs to ensure 

that both types buy the good that is designed for them. The low quality product 
is priced at p∗

L
= �LqL = 0.18. To induce the high types to buy the high quality 

product, the incentive compatibility constraint �HqH −pH ≥�HqL−pL needs to 
be satisfied. This holds for 

see Tirole [1988, p. 153], for the given parameter values p∗
H
= 0.30 and 

�∗
LH

= 0.7(0.18−0.10)+0.3(0.30−0.15) = 0.101. This is highest profit that can 
be obtained such that in isolation, a profit-maximizing supplier would decide to sup-
ply both goods.
The insurance decision: Once the consumer has bought the good at price x, he faces 
a potential loss of x. Suppose that he is risk averse with CARA exponential utility 
function u(w) = 1−e−�w with w denoting his wealth level and γ the parameter of 
risk aversion. The inverse of this function is u−1(y) = − ln (1−y)∕�. The insurance 
premium R(x) for which 

is by definition the premium that makes this consumer indifferent between buying 
insurance and staying uninsured. For our utility specification, we can solve for R(x): 

The insurer’s expected profits from selling one insurance policy to recoup the loss 
of x at a premium R(x) are 

p∗
H
= p∗

L
+ (qH −qL)�H ,

u(w−R(x)) = pu(w−x)+ (1−p)u(w).

(A.1) R(x) = ln (1−p+pe�x)∕�.
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For the given parameters, the insurer’s total expected profits when both  
products are supplied are: E[�LH

INS
] = (1−�)(R(p

L
)−p ⋅p

L
)+�(R(p

H
)−p ⋅p

H
) =

0.7(0.057−0.3 ⋅0.18)+0.3(0.099−0.3 ⋅0.3)≈0.0048. However, the insurer at-
tains higher expected profits when only the high quality is supplied to the high types. 
Then, E[�H

INS
] = �(R(pH )−p ⋅pH ) = 0.3(0.167−0.3 ⋅0.48)≈0.0069. In other 

words, the insurer has an incentive to press the supplier to stop offering the low qual-
ity product. Moreover, in the case at hand, with 0.10588 the joint profits of the sup-
plier and insurer when only the high quality product is offered are higher than the 
combined profits of 0.10583 when both products are supplied. This implies that the 
insurer can reimburse the supplier for any profits lost from not supplying the low 
quality version and still benefit.

Simultaneous Evaluation Purchase and Insurance Decision
Now consider the case where the consumer does not separate the purchase 
and insurance decision. That is, at the time of purchase he is aware that buy-
ing the product involves a risk which entails that now or later he will buy insur-
ance against this risk. This implies that his willingness to pay for the product 
reduces to x defined by the implicit function x  =  θq−R(x). An approximate solu-
tion for x is obtained by using (A.1), take exponentials of the left- and right-hand 
side and using a second-order Taylor approximation for the exponential functions in 
the resulting equation. The approximate solution x∗ = (−b−

√
b2−4ac)∕2a,  

with a = �2(1−p); b = −γ(1+p+2γθq), and c = γθq(1+γθq). In this case, and for the 
given parameter values, the insurer’s expected profits are still higher when only the 
high quality product is supplied but offering both products maximizes the combined 
profits of the insurer and supplier.
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